Shavasana Beauty Products giveaway ($141 value)
4.20.11
Shavasana Home-Care Products
Max2 Eyelash Tonic Essence is a natural way to create the appearance of longer, thicker
eyelashes and eyebrows! Max2 Eyelash Tonic uses the oriental herbs used in alternative
medicines in Western countries. The nurturing ingredients in the tonic enhance the durability of
your eyelashes and eyebrows. The ingredients used help to stimulate blood circulation around the
root of your eyelashes and eyebrows. Increased blood flow helps to activate the root. This will
then create the appearance of longer, thicker lashes and brows. Price: $95
Volume Up Extended Eyelash Mascara
Specially formulated for eyelash extensions, Volume Up Mascara is gentle enough to
wear every day. Nutritional botanicals leave the extensions looking softer, thicker
and even more dramatic without the damage that other mascaras can cause to your
extensions. Water-washable, you can literally rinse the extensions with only water to
remove the mascara. Price: $28
Cucumber Chamomile Make up Remover Specially formulated for use with
the Shavasana lash extensions. This is a gentle oil free, botanical based eye make-up
remover that soothes as it removes make up and residue from your lashes. Contains
chamomile, cucumber and botanicals. Completely glycol-free. Price: $18
About Shavasana Eyelash Extensions
Launched in 2005 Shavasana is a leading eyelash extensions company and one of the first to offer
professional products and training in the procedure of eyelash extensions. The Shavasana
Eyelash Extensions procedure is a semi-permanent treatment to add length and volume to the
eyelash line by the addition of extensions to your own natural lashes.
Shavasana Eyelash Extensions are available nationwide at select spas and salons. Complete list
of Shavasana professionals is available by state. Shavasana also offers a wide range of eyelash
enhancing retail products for purchase at select spas and salons, and www.eyelashextensions.com.
The Giveaway:
One lucky reader will win a set of three Shavasana Products!

